
* Resoation of human factors engiinrg practices in the control room that were 
dentified as questionable (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* A nsmimnt of 19 luman factor engineering cocerns adentified after the detailed 
cotrol room design review was spended (BLN) 

T corrective actions mplemented to resolve the negate fidings are 

* Finish the in-progress detailed control room design review (WBN and BLN) 

* Identify and correct human factors engineering discrepancies in the control room 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Place review of the 19 human factors engineering concerns on the computerized 
tracking and report of open items system list (BLN) 

The very limited perspective of this subject precluded inquiry and development of major 
technical or broader issuoi. As such, none was revealed in this subcategory evaluation.  

This subcategory addresses five employee concerns about O-Lists and CSSC Lists. The 
five concerns were itemized into 15 original issues and one peripheral issue and assessed in 
five separate element evaluations. Of the 16 issues, seven were found not to be valid, and 
three valid issues had corrective actions implemented before the ECTG evaluation. Five 
valiJ issues and the one peripheral issue required corrective actions to be taken as a result 
of the ECTG evaluation.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluations related to: 

* 0-List Differences - Accuracy of the 0-List (or equivalent) questionable for two of 
the four plants, SON and WBN 

SON - Although a review of the SON CSSC List for accuracy and completeness on 
a biennial basis had been committed to by TVA, such a review has not yet 
been performed. Resolution of SON CSSC review committee meeting 
open-action items had been repeatedly defer-ed 

WBN - DNQA and NSRS investigated problems associated with the O-List 
documents and found numerous deficiencies. These were reported to the 
NRC, along with a commitment to corrective action. The corrective action 
has not yet been completed



* 'Th BFN CSSC Lst had not been reviewed a is required on a biembal b4 for 
cucy and anorpl a d to ane isre that it Ieorporates plant 

* More tha one QOLst (or equivalent) with diffiBrst coman were in u at the 
aa tm at both WBN ad BFN. WBN reated a CSSC QLit from the DNE 

QUt for n n moperate activities however, the CSSC Q.Lst w bnd on 
fio -ct selecdio criteria. BFN had ised a second (EN DES) CSSC List while 
the initial (NUC PR) CSSC List was in use 

* Lak of evideaon that CSSC open-acJon items reported by DNQA had been dclosed 
out (peripheral issue requiring rnesolution at BLN) 

The corrective actido implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* 0-List Dierences 

- Review CSSC List on a biennial basis and review all open-items on SON CSSC 
Review Committee agenda (SON). The SON corrective action plan provided 
jruitcation that the scheduled biennial review of the SON CSSC List for 
accuracy and completeness isot necessary prior to restart. The NRC approved 
the use of the SON CSSC List for the short term (SON unit 2 restart) and 
recommended expeditious development and implementation of a -List at 
SON. SQN committed to provide a 0-list implementation plan by March 1, 
1988. This commitment is being tracked to completion on CCTS. The 
implementation plan will also be tracked to completion on CCTS (SON) 

- Review O-Ust and revise to make it accurate (WBN) 

- Delete CSSC 0-List and NUC PR CSSC List (WBN) 

- Review activities during use of O-List/CSSC Lists to verify that the QA program 
controls were adequately implemented (WBN) 

- Complete development and issue new O-Ust, then discontinue the DNE and 
NUC PR CSSC Lists after comparing the new 0-List with the old lists and 
noting and evaluating the discrepancies (BFN) 

- Close out DNOA memo open-action items (BLN) 

* TVA will review the activities that took place at WBN, SON, and BFN during the 
use of the questionable CSSC List to verify that the QA program was adequately 
implemented



At a corp ane Ievel, the NQAM (IDQAP-2.7) commits that DNE will develop and 
maintai a QLAst for each ear plant. It also establishes implementation requirements 
fr each plant 

Th fal sigifcae of th ngatve fne Pt iadis that tbh impact of an- omission from the 
QL CSSC sts cannot be determined until the reviews have been completed, and, 
therefore, the potential exists for Anture physical plant changes 

No m technical isuam were uncwrwed during the subategory evaluation.  

A broader issue resulting from the subcategory evaluation is that if the reviews find that 
safety-related structures, systems, or components had been manufactured and installed as 
moesafety-related, the consequences could be very significnt It would mean that certain 
quality assurance program activities during design, construction, and operatioa intended to 
ensure that a structure, system, or component will perform satisfactorily in service may not 
have been performed (SQN, WBN, and BFN). If any such situations are discovered, they 
will be addessed under the Conditions Adverse to Quality (CAQ) program per NEP-9.1, 
Corrective Action.l 

Srahstra r 10M. tadremea.O mHflcation 

This subcategory addresses eight employee concerns relating to the overall environmental 
qulification program at TVA. The eight concerns were consolidated into five issues which 
were assessed in six separate element evaluations. Of the five issues, one was completely 
implemented before the ECTG evaluation and required no further corrective action. The 
remaining four issues were valid, but corrective action had been initiated before the 
beginning of the ECFG evaluation.  

The ECTG evaluation found that TVA management had previously identified significant 
deficiencies in the environmental qualification program and that these deficiencies were the 
primary reason for TVA's decision to shut down the Sequoyah plant These deficiencies 
were as follows: 

* Qualification of equipment not adequately implemented per NRC guidelines that 
require specialized environmental qualifications of safety equipment subjected to 
what is termed "harsh environments" (as distinguished from "mild environments," 
which do not require special environmental qualification) 

* Equipment to be qualified not all properly identified 

* Programmatic requirements (e.g, record keeping) not met 

After the Sequoyah shutdown, TVA initiated a major upgrade of the environmental 
program directed at improving both the quality of documentation and the organizational 
coordination necessary for the control of equipment qualification. This upgrade program is



at different stages of implementation a the various TVA numcar power plants. At 
Sequoyabh, imtntf d is nearly complete, while at BRdterine the program is on hold 
until engineering resumes there. At Browns Ferry and Watts Bar, the program is well 
established but only partially complete.  

The upgrade program for environmental qualification is addressed specifically in Section I, 
Special Program of TVA's Nuclear Performance Plan for each plant.  

No major technical or broader issues, other than those already in evidence and being 
addresed, we discovered during the subcategry evaluation.  

This subcategory addresses six employee concerns about the TVA pipe support program, 
covering pipe support design documentation, installation, and as-built verification activities.  
The six concerns were developed into 22 original and four peripheral issues and assessed in 
eight separate element evaluations. Of the 26 issues, 20 were found not to be valid, and two 
valid issues had corrective actions implemented before the ECTG evaluation. Only the four 
peripheral issues uncovered during the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken as 
a result of ECFG.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* TVA's authorization to EDS Nuclear, Inc. (EDS) to destroy pipe support 
calculations originated by EDS (WBN) 

* TVA's failure to analyze an 8-inch overflow pipe coming from the refueling water 
storage tank (WBN) 

* Potential interference of piping with adjacent plant features (WBN) 

* Design of drywell purge system pipe support that cannot accommodate a design 
basis accident pipe movement (BFN) 

* IE Bulletin 79-14 program procedural deficiencies (BLN) 

* IE Bulletin 79-14 program for BFN not yet completed 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* TVA to review all WBN unit 2 supports as a part of that unit's design process, thus 
ensuring acceptability of these supports. For WBN unit 1, all pipe support 
calculations will he reviewed for basic completeness, and it will be verified that all



alulation are in the Record and Informaton Manageme System (RIMS). In 
nddiaio, a missing or odthwise a etecalculations will be ppared, mised 
nd documented (WBN) 

* Peraom an analysis for the fcted 8-inch pipe, and desig and in l supports 
required a a result of this analysis Physical piping drawigs for other 
safet-related systems will be reviewed to esam tt all Caegory I pipin bs been 
ideified for analysis (WBN) 

* Implement a program to corarect all potential interferences between piping and 
adaeat plant features; the procedure has already been written (WBN) 

* Remove the affected unit 2 support and a similar unit 3 support (which were added 
by Consruction, but not called for on the original design drawings) (BFN) 

* Revise current procedure CEB 80-76; void CEB EP 21.30 and BLEP-08 and 
replace with new procedures (BLN) 

* Use a dedicated work force to complete the 79-14 effort (BFN) 

A significant although nontechnica, issue resulting from the subcategory evaluation relates 
to docment retention problems associated with incomplete, missing, or destroyed pipe 
support calculations. This overall issue consists of three aspects 

* Calculations that cannot be retrieved because their identifiers were miscoded into 
the RIMS database 

* Calculations that do not fully justify the total support design because support 
designers did not understand the necessity of formally documening all calculatins 
required to justify their designs 

* The isolated, although costly, incident in which TVA management authorized the 
destruction of pipe support calculations oy the originating contractor (EDS) 
without verifying beforehand that TVA had copies of these calculations stored in 
RIMS 

The causes cited by the evaluation team related to adequacy of communication, 
management attention, and TVA's OA ,;ogram. TVA personnel authorized the disposal of 
the EDS pipe support calculations on the erroneous assumption that they would have 
continued access to the EDS microfilmed records. This error was compounded by the 
misunderstanding that a copy of the calculations existed within TVA. The personal services 
contract between TVA and EDS was judged to be deficient in not providing for continued 
access to EDS's microfilmed records or the regularly scheduled turnover of calculations to 
TVA for lifetime storage. TVA could have exercised greater control over the calculation 
retention issue by scheduling more frequent audits to ensure that documented calculations



qisaed a irnr'Pd nd ev being Ippd--rain ed, aP d tLam ed eer to TVA acu mf to 
ANSI N492.9-19 7 r4 i-a -g . ..d..a -a nina of p-=M* -up .vis I In 
chief d aes r r regupqi rm aatia woien u l bam e helped to prtemn 

Ti-beeg m t-o mp o me- - aboa lei P - aI _ng d 
do.iI- to pcpM iairl tt ampte crimteria. The WoCam were deeloped in 
16 i0Mai ies and tmhre per1iphral fidmup aid as e in fbo qp element 
eni rim Ehti es were f d at to be valid. The eight valid ies and the thee 
periphal fldinJ mucovered drCing the fet aatioa required rrective acdons to be taken 
Sa reilt of ECTG evaluation.  

In s y, the specificnd reisuting frnm the evuaioa, with the applicble plant(s) 
show in paenahues related to 

* Previomly identified ampthe finding dosed for Sequoyah before the ECTG 
evalkon 

* Engineering procedres and site standard practices relating to the preopertional 
ten program no fily adequare to enmme icorporanon of all deign requiremesn, 
incuding procedural requirement for the ;-ing of preoperatioal test 
doacomets, and, in some stances, no fo)oweid. Thi has rescuu c .. rewancies 
in te resuts packages (BFN, BBN, WBN) 

* No docnnme d acceptance criteria in the initial TVA-prefix test scoping 
donmets and preoperazional test instructos. Even Chapter 13.4 of the FSAR 
Amendment 31 does no clearly define the accepance criteria of each 
preoperational test; it merely provides a Test Summnnary (BFN) 

* Test results packages found to have minor procedural inconsistecies and/or 
deflciencies (WBN, BFN, BLN); in addition, engineering review of test results not 
adequa because some test results packages were app d with open exceptions 
and no docnmentaztin was available to identify the dosure of same (BFN) 

* Several instances of no documentation fc engineering justification of the 
acecetan of preoperational test deficiencies (WBN, BFN, BLN) 

In addition, the following peripheral finding were identified: 

* In some instances, FSAR comnmitments not fully reflected in the acceptance criteria 
of the test documents (BFN)
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* notaeis U eble for we ao et re r 2-h pedag (rVA-I3B 
Id TVA-M3r) for the ignple ma of desip chaews =&e by ECIS Z7a 

aed27(wBN) 

A --Iy of the deaeed action domomv a s to rlo de t phe fiUfem 
UiMhe ab ppicabele plat WindBid in p rents is as fdOok 

* Deralop engi q proceda es to prevme 1) reemence of proadr 
~de axes o evuaina inins test reeits pck s, ad 2) l=k of 
dnnimr*oo for juMSAfyiiS eagieeing p nr i- the *pre of test 
dekirre , whben tet st progpram is rerid ed (BLN).  

* Reiew est paca for prucedral defieiDO andfar and revieC 
tst reub p ges as required. Aso, develop aer yari project 
procdres to preent recm ceof tbhe boe shrtoain' (WBN).  

* Do t rtemnical njinifcaian to support enineerin judpmen in the 
arpc at 1prpDima oote deficiKsim (WBN).  

* Train pror el in ew and revised eSimeeriq procedrms to prevent recurrence 
of proceda and docomNmin deftencia (WBN, BLN.  

* Develop a rart test progm and reolve the shortoriags of the preoperioal 
test and restcprorapm(BFN).  

* Review and revise isria site director standard practices o include procedural 
corol of engirig activiies and to require engineerng approval far correi 
of design-reaed test deiiencies (BFN).  

In Maddt the bfoowing corrective acioos wre idenfiedr for t peripheral fadi 

* Review the FSAR Lommiirrns Correct FSAR aoxdor pu to to the restart test 
propam a n oecssary (BFN).  

* Revise Chapter 14 of de FSAR and resolve oher discrepancies with test 
docaents on reactivaton of the preoperational test program (BLN).  

* Review and document previously completed test and retest results packages 
(TVA-13B and TVA-13BRT) for the implementation of design changes made by 
ECNs (WBN).
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1Te maior techi es reslting firom the abcegoy eahniaan relm to the lack of 
& maamaaa- and lack at ofuiy adequane e eri procedures and sie pratices in 

f*rhi* hm design requi r &men 

FSAR commitments wre not, mi some inracs, fily refleted in the criteria of 
thest doenents In sevral inare eirm-n.g judgmnents in the pr,. of estet 
defirn were not dirnmened Also, there wa a lack of doam eairan in the test and 
rtest ress packags for the impmrimnton of design ca m ap nede by ECNs. The 
Brown Ferry initial p praioi test program was not we developed, and it did not 
incde donmented a criteria. Browns Ferry has now developed a restat test 

On the bais of the observaiom made aod in spite of the negative filng ientified and of 
corrective actions mainly in the areas of procedural inonaistencies and deficiencies overall 
enicering participation in the preoperational test program appears to be adequar for all 
plants except Browns Ferry. However, a restart test program has been developed for 
Browns Ferry to resolve the shortcomins of the preoperatonal test and retest programs.  

piementaoat of the corrective actions should resolve all the findinp identified during the 
evaluation for WBN, BFN, and BLN. A potential for hardware modifications exists as a 
reult of implementation of correc actionn ofrre acios for Watts Bar and Browns Ferry.  

No broader issues were revealed as a result of the subcategory evaluation.  

This subcategory addresses 22 employee concerns about pipe stress calculations. The 22 
concerns were translated into 44 issues and assessed in 21 separate element evaluations. Of 
the 44 issues, 13 were found not to be valid, and two valid issues had corrective actions 
implemented before the ECTG evaluation. Twenty-six valid issues required corrective 
actions to be taken as a result of the ECTG evaluation.  

In sunmuay, the negative significant findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Procedures that permitted arbitrary acceptance of increases in operating 
temperatures of up to the larger of 20F or 10 percent without reanalysis and 
without regard to code qualification (WBN). Failure to consider the full stress 
range in thermal stress evaluations (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* A checklist in use for verification of time-history analyses that did not veriff' the 
analysis parameters specifically applicable to such analyses; in some analyses, the 
values of such paramete- s actually used were incorrect (WBN) 

* Water hammer loads being neglected for a small branch pipe on the basis of 
improper technical justification (WBN)
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* Somue iatinns not being retaihd; one caulaaion cnained a <cakulated 
Umarrma that wa accepted aon the basis of improper trhdnia i *-rtik r onem 
eniamtia revsion improperiy deleted a thermaopering md frocd m f Eminai 
(BFN); amplafid response of free-ended branch piping was property 
co derd (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Seiic Uchr moio analyses being perfrmed with nFm MrvaPtif pFhasig of 
stuctualy imposed motions and incorrectly onitnng such modow at pipe 
supports (WN) 

* Rigooms analyses being terminated at locations of three-way restraints although 
the piping beyond the three-way restraints was fleibe (SON, WBN, BFN, and 
BLN) 

* Potential interferences to growth of a steel containment vessel (WBN) 

* A pipe support being attached to a building other than that considered in the piping 
analysis (WBN). A pipe support being attached, in common, to two buildings but 
analyzed as attached only to one (BFN) 

* At one time, no programmatic requirements for the installation and removal of 
temporary supports no requirements for maintain seismic qualification of 
piping while sesimicsupports were temporarily removed (BFN) 

* An interference between a pipe and a pipe support caused by growth of the steel 
containment (BFN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* Revise design criteria and conform calculations (WBN, BFN, SON, and BLN) 

* Rescind requirement for use of verification checklist and reperform time-history 
dynamic analyses to adequate frequency limits (WBN) 

* Revise design criteria (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN). Review all calculations to 
ensure that verifications do not predate origination of latest analyses and reperform 
water hammer analyses to adequate frequency limits (WBN). Perform a walkdown 
and evaluation of a sample of piping and supports (BFN). Revise calculations, as 
necessary, to eliminate snubbers in-line with rigid restraints; evaluate LOCA 
movements for piping attached to containment; revise calculations, as necessary, to 
include lug stress evaluations; review all "alternate" calculations for proper 
interfacing (BLN)
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* EebleA af rfesd respoe * spe = am ; UaMis pipe suppt design a 
mry; rtoin desip a" an couet seisMic akchr mion (SLbW 

mahiodoiao rapinmd l r is fa mripor l piping (WBN) 

* Revies descria (SQN, WBN, BFN, ad 3 LN); evraum a sa of 
qad- : -oa - -(SQN) re.a4Isypp piinsa where bo-dtari ware 

anot selectd by Mqle ntbo, such as at anchor (WBN); and coafiam 
caiabo. (BLN)

* Resolve peoteia intrerrences to growth of sted vessel (WBN)

* pipe support design manual, review all pipe supports in damose praimity to 
two nme seimc zoes, modify supports a ne ary (WBN); evaluate exising 
desigips reaalyze, and, if nc y, modify supports; add semic zone information 
to drawings (BLN) 

* Correctiv action is to be defined in TVA's ECTG report number 307.04 (BFN) 

* Remo two pipe supports and requalify the piping (WBN) 

No major technial or broader issues were revealed as a result of the subaategory level 
evaluation.  

The concerns of this subcategory report deal mainly with the design adequacy of pipe 
supports. Other related issues in this report include design change control, technical 
decisioans made by Construction, and technical review by Engineering The 18 concerns 
were itemized into 42 original and peripheral issues and asessed in 15 separate element 
evlati o. Te majority of issues were found not to be valid, and appriately half of the 
15 valid iues bad corrective actions initiated by TVA before the ECTG evaluation. The 
remaining valid issues and the peripheral issues found during the evaluation required 
corrective actions to be taken as a result of the ECTG work.  

The finding confirm that the only issue of major significance is the adequacy of pipe 
support deaLn. The rest of the related issues were found to be either technically 
insignificant ir invalid. The evaluation team examined both the design criteria and 
individual pipe support calculations. The pipe support design criteria for all four plants 
were found to adequately address the necessary seismic design requirements, with the 
exception of one Browns Ferry criterion. Furthermore, the pipe supports reviewed by the
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0a uiot sem for A or a ir r plmas (SQN, WBN, BF, and BLN) were found to be 
ad jy aiped di toa the appiable desicri , wit the tt acptiom of four 
W s Bar pie spponrs 

knsLmay, the mpIn fi  i ur rm ii ftrom thens edundi resed to: 

* Foor (o2 rewiewed) WBN pipe supports not ae code ste alowabies 

* No def0eoiiity reqiuirenmut in the BFN pipe spport design crcria for the 
LXq-Tenn Tors Integrity Program (LTrIP) 

* Some caulation do amnotion incomplete or irrtreable, or containing minor 
disrepaies 0nd inadequate documnion of engineering judgment

The correctiv actions impemented to resolve the negative fidinPg are

* Reevauate the four Wans Bar pipe supports and modify if ncesary. In addition 
aBl WBN engineered pipe supports will be reevaluated under the Hanger and 
Analysis Update Program 

* Revise the Browns Ferry LTIlP criteria to inclnde the de tionrigidity 
rrquirement The existing Brown Ferry pipe support calculations will be evaluated 
for ths requirement under the Calculation Verification Review Program 

* TVA is aware of the need to propery document calculations. Each plant has 
program in place to improve the quality of documentation eg, WBN Hanger and 
Analysis Program, SON Calculation Regeneration Program, BFN Calculation 
Verification Review Program, and NRC IEB 79-14 Program 

No other major technical or broader issues resulted from the subcategory level evaluation.  

This subcategory addresses 13 employee concerns about the design adequacy of pipe 
supports, supports with perceived inadequacies and their impact on pipe stress, use of 
supports that are incompatible with stress analysis, and the retention of permanent records 
for pipe support design calculations Thirteen concerns were developed into 22 original and 
two peripheral issues and assessed in 14 separate element evaluations. Of the 24 issues, 16 
were found not to be valid, and one valid issue did not require any corrective action. Five 
valid issues and two peripheral issues uncovered during the evaluation required corrective 
actions. Of the 5 valid issues, one valid issue had the corrective action implemented before 
the ECTG evaluation.
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* eadrnm a ofperna leo n i for desip ceck am Ari n(WBN) 

* Adeqsrp of pipe support desi wiot eri the lamd des to zero period 
a.mmuleA (ZPA) (SQN) 

* Imli aiofppe support bee plate o over an epmdnoint (WBN) 

* Dip aleq9ay of lmp al eed by i ;cessiw tps o the clagm bolts (SQN 
Sad WBN) 

* oiii ao f clamps modified by welding nsset plates (WBN) 

* Use ofa sobbersad of a rigid support as analyzed (SQN) 

The correctiP actionm inremnzed to resolv the negati findings ar 

* R*generate thdestroyed and missing pipe support design caculation (WBN) 

* Finalf al preimiry remie and studies performed for ZPA (SON) 

* IOnpoWra=e noMe on the pipe suppor 1a5I--569 detail drawing and issue memo to 
avoid recurrence of this problem (WBN) 

* Revise drawing 47B001 to provide the appropriate torque value (SON and WBN) 

* Perform a plant walkdown to identify and evaluate deficient B001 type supports 
(SON and WBN) 

* Qualify the damps modified by welding gusset plates (WBN) 

* Remove a snubber and install a rigid support on the vertical riser of the upper head 
injection sstem (SON) 

No major teenical or broader issues resulted from the subcategory level evaluation.  
However, regeneration of destroyed and missing pipe support design calculations is 
sigificant to documentation and cost. Although the above finding was identified for Watts 
Bar, preparatio of pipe support design calculations currently in progress for Sequoyah 
confirms the existence of a condition at Sequoyah similar to that at Watts Bar. It is not 
known whether a similar condition exists at Browns Ferry or Bellefonte since this issue was 
not evaluated at these plants. However, the essential calculation program initiated by TVA 
is designed to address the retrievability of the essential calculations at all plants (see 
Subcategory 24600). Because of the significance for plant safety, TVA is required to 
perform a plant walkdown to evaluate deficient B001 supports at Sequoyah and Watts Bar.
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His rPb ltegPoy addrees five employe conerns about the design and installation of 
auurmnts and insrument line support rncri The five concern were itemized into 

31 o aInd fourm peripheral issues and auesed in seven separate element evalutions 
Of the 35 iue, 13 were (und not to be valid, and ten vaid isues had corrective actio 
impiemeted before the ECG evaluation. Eight valid issues and the four peripheral issues 
uncoered during the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken as a result of the 
ECTG vewiadLo 

In sumary, the negative ndings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Improper materials and installation methods used for instrument line supports 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Adequacy of instrument brackets to withstand abusive treatment (SON and WBN) 

* Lack of seismic qualification of locally mounted instruments (SON) 

The corresponding corrective actiomns approved to resolve the negative finding are: 

* Update drawings and other related documents to more properly specify materials 
and installation requirements (WBN, BFN, and BLN); perform waikdowns and 
inspectios to identify and correc discrepancies in installed items (SON, WBN, and 
BLN); and replace unqualified or damaged instrument line support damps (SON, 
WBN, and BFN) 

* Identify and inspect iting installations, and install stronger instrument mounting 
brackets where appropriate (SON and WBN) 

* Determine the seismic qualification basis for all safety-related instruments, inspect 
installations to verify proper details, modify supports or replace instruments to 
satisfy qualification requirements, update calculations to reflect as-built conditions, 
and document past engineering judgment (SON) 

No major technical issues emerged from the subcategory evaluation.  

The broader issue of Engineering's lack of attention to the details of nuclear plant design 
was identified in this subcategory and raised to the category level.  

Sabcatlert 2248-.RaZcwa Sanort Desin 

This subcategory addresses eleven employee concerns about the design and installation of 
electrical raceway support. The eleven concerns were itemized into nine original and one 
peripheral issue and assessed in six separate element evaluations. Of the ten issues, six were 
found to not be valid, one issue was valid but consequences were acceptable with no
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correda action rquired and two valid ues habed corr ve actions implemented before 
the ECI evaluation. O peripheral issue uncovered during the evaluation required 
afrther correcti action to be taken a relt oftbe ECG ehvanion.  

Inaumy, the neptive fiodip rslting from t o evalnation related to: 

* Design of conduit support * the damping values of the design criteria are 
is.-stemant with the FSAR. The design criteria do not require anduit support 
evairnion fiorm operating bs earthquake (OBE) lod condition (W 

* Seismic safety of the unsupported and Flamastic-covered vertical cables in the 
cable spreading room (SQN) 

* Lack of seismic qualification of the essential raw cooling water (ERCW) pump 
electrical motor boxes and installation (BLN) 

'The correcve actions implemented to resolve the negative findiu :re: 

* Update the FSAR and conduit support design criteria as required to show correct 
conduit damping values used for both OBE and SSE load conditions. Evaluate the 
OBE load condition or justify its exclusion from conduit support design criteria 
(WBN) 

* A shake table test by TVA, together with several walkdowns and subsequent 
evaluations performed by the evaluation team on cable anchorage at the cable 
spreading room ceiling, confirmed the seismic qualification of the laterally 
unsupported vertical cables in the cable spreading room (SON) 

* TVA's Division of Nuclear Engineering (DNE) qualified the ERCW pump 
electrical motor boxes and installation a seismic Category I(L) and determined 
that no additional supports are required for the boxes. A walkdown of the pump 
motor boxes and subsequent evaluation performed by the evaluation team 
confirmed the seismic qualification of the ERCW pump electrical motor box 
installation (BLN) 

No major technical issues or broader issues emerged from the subcategory evaluation.  

This subcategory addresses four employee concerns about the design adequacy of battery 
supports. The four concerns were itemized into eight original and one peripheral issue and 
assessed in four separate element evaluations. Of the eight issues, six were found not to be 
valid, and one valid issue had corrective action: identified before the ECTG evaluation.  
One valid issue and the one peripheral issue uncovered during the evaluation required 
corrective actions to be taken as a result of the ECT7 evaluation.
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In mary, the negative finding resulting from the evaluation related to:

* Adequacy of battery supports to resist a seismic event (BFN) without vertical 
tifdowns for the batteries and with the use of Unistrut members for the battery 

* Discrepencies between the project "critical structures, systems, and components" 
(CSSC) list and the FSAR. As a result of these discrepancies, it was not possible to 
determine directly from the available documentation which batteries are class IE 
(BFN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* Assess the need for providing vertical tiedowns for class IE batteries in the Reactor 
and Diesel Generator Buildings (BFN) 

* Assess the adequacy of battery racks that support class LE batteries to resist seismic 
loads (BFN) 

* Revise documents to ;:move inconsistencies between and within the FSAR and 
CSSC List (BFN) 

No major technical issues or broader issues were revealed as result of the subcategory 
evaluation.  

This subcategory addresses two employee concerns about design and installation of lighting 
fixtures to withstand a seismic event. The two concerns were itemized into eight original 
and 14 peripheral issues and assesse in four separate element evaluations. Of the 20 issues, 
three valid issues had corrective actions implemented before the ECTG evaluation. Three 
valid issues and the 14 peripheral issues uncovered during the process required corrective 
actions to be taken as a result of the ECTG evaluation.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Possibility of lighting fixtures becoming free missiles during a seismic event (BFN) 

* Possibility of lighting fixtures becoming swinging missiles during a seismic event 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Resolution of plant-specific significant condition reports (SCRs) (SON and BFN) 

* Generic review of Sequoyah SCR (WBN and BLN)
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* Cmplstdon f aa program to describe and control seismic interaction evluati 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Adequaq ofexitiq irmic iteactioa ehritoa. (SQN) 

* R mion aof*in-n--a -i-anmong design documents and any impact on exitin 
ardwar (S . WBN, eFN, and BLN).  

he coCmedeti acid implemnted to resolv the negatiVe findi are 

* Complete the resoution o plnt-specific SCRs (SON and BFN) 

* Perfom a generic review of SCR SON MEB 8610 (WBN and BLN) 

* Develop a complete program to describe and control the seismic interaction 
evaluations for cwrent and future design activities (SON, WBN, and BLN) 

* Finish deelopment of a complete program to describe and control the seismic 
interaction evaluation for current and fture design activities (BFN) 

* Furnish technical ba for insection criteria (SON) 

* Perform walkdowm, evaluations, and calculations for plant areas oreviously 
excluded (SON) 

* Review alculation CEB CAS 214 to ensure that it contains aacquate written 
technical justification (SQN) 

* Review design documents to ediminat e ncies and evaluate any potential 
hardware impact (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

No major technical issues resulted from the subcategory evaluation.  

The broader issue of Engineering's lack of attention to the details of nuclear power plant 
design was identified in the subcategory report and raised to the category level for further 
evaluadtion.  

This subcategory addresses ten enmployc- concerns about Unistrut support design. The ten 
concerns were itemized into 14 original and 17 peripheral issues and assessed in four 
separate element evaluations. Of the 31 issues, thirteen were found not to be valid. No 
corrective actions had been implemented for the valid issue before the ECTG evaluation.  
One valid original issue and the 17 peripheral issues uncovered during the evaluation 
required corrective actionL



In -ummary, the negative findinu resulting from the evaluation related to:

* Errors, omisioin, and discrepancies found in both test results and design 
alulatio for Unistrut support design (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* Reevaluate Unistrut pipe/conduit damp allowable loads. If necessary, retest the 
damps and evaluate the effect of the revised allowable loads on conduit support 
designs (SQN. WBN, and BFN) 

* Evaluate the adequacy of the double cantilever conduit supports. If required, 
perform plant walkdowns to identify as-built locations where the supports were 
used. Revise the drawings to restrict further use of this detail (SON and WBN) 

* Revise design calculations to include correct allowable damp loads, correct bolt 
ultimate shear strengths, correct conduit spans, and address all allowed Unistrut 
member sizes (WBN and BLN) 

* Add to design criteria an interaction equation for Unistrut pipe clamps and 
evaluate the effect on conduit support designs (BFN) 

* Reevaluate the criteria and calculations used to qualify safety-related small bore 
supports, CRD insert and withdrawal piping supports, instrument tubing supports, 
and conduit supports (BFN) 

* Determine appropriate seismic damping values for instrument tubing and conduit 
supports. If current values are revised, evaluate effect on support designs (BLN) 

* Determine appropriate spans between supports for instrument tubing and conduit.  
If current span allowables are revised, evaluate effect on support designs (BLN) 

No major technical issues resulted from the subcategory evaluation.  

The broader issue of Engineering's lack of attention to the details of nuclear plant design 
was identified in this subcategory report and has been raised to the category level.  

SabMatrr r 22M . I=nstrmetaties and Costrol Deig 

This subcategory addresses 20 employee concerns about presumed deficiencies or 
inadequacies in the design of instrumentation and control systems. The 20 concerns were 
itemized into 50 original and five peripheral issues and assessed in 29 separate element 
evaluations. Of the 55 issues in this subcategory, 33 were found not to be valid, eight were 
found to be valid but to require no corrective action, and three valid issues had corrective
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scioons plnmatd before the ECTG evanluaon Five valid issues and six peripheral 
isesua ncosered doing the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken a result of 
the ECG evalct tioo 

In inm-y, the negative foding resuting from the evaluatioes related to 

* Acuracy a.ociated with the tcalculaton of fow element orifie sizes (SQN, WBN, 
BFN, and BN) 

* Routing of potenialy radioactive inventory by some panel drain piping to 
noardiocdge drainage system (BFN) 

* Adequacy of instrumentation for monitoring flow to the river through the cooling 
water diffiser (WBN) 

* Availability 3f the control air system under postulated accident conditions (SQN) 

* Discrepancies in the docmnentation of the acoustics monitoring system (WBN) 

* Use of mercury switches in the Diesel Generator Building (BFN) 

* Quantity of installed radiation detection equipment (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative finding are as follows: 

* Perform loop accuracy calculations and compare results to defined safety limits 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Review as-built panel drawings and modify potentially radioactive panel drains as 
appropriate (BFN) 

* Complete wiring change associated with replacement of flow transmitter (WdN) 

* Modify the auxiliary control air (ACA) system to prevent loss of control of essential 
safety functions in the event of a high energy pipe break and a single failure (SON) 

* Revise FSAR to incorporate additional information concerning the acoustics 
monitoring system (WBN) 

* Document justification for "use as is" or replace mercury switches in diesel 
generator support systems with switches containing no free mercury (BFN)



* Revie FSAR to reflect addition to potcident monitoring (PAM) equipment to 
plant (SON); revie radiMcdive mnitoring system design dommnnt and FSAR to 
elimnite im aiuraiten (WBN, BLN); complete installation and checkout of 
PAM equipment (BFN); track open licensing issue on RG 1.97 until resolved with 
tbe NRC (BFN) 

No singularly identifiable maor technical issues emerged from the subcartgory evaluation.  
The wide-spread and detailed nature of the concerns expressed precluded development of 
information neessary to make judgment on the synergistic effect of these minor issues 

A broader issue msociated with the findisp in this subcategory is the apparent failure of the 
TVA engineering organization to perform a design review during the design process. A 
well-executed design review program with follow-up action to resolve review comments 
should lead to fewer inconsistencies and improved design documentation, and, therefore, 
could be expected to eliminat many of the types of negative finding noted in this 
subcategory. Special emphasis of such a design review should be placed on design 
integration wherein the electrmechanical interface is more unified and consistent with 
licensingftechnical specification requirements.  

Sabataprv 23000. RVAC Deig 

This subcategory adJ-esses five employee concerns about the design and testing of building 
environmental control systems and components, including fire dampers and ALARA 
considerations. The five concerns were itemized into 28 original and two peripheral issues 
and messed in nine separate element evaluations. Of the 30 issues, 21 were found either to 
be invalid or their consequences acceptable. One valid issue had corrective actions initiated 
before the ECTG evaluation. Six valid issues and two peripheral issues uncovered during 
the evaluation required corrective actions.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Detailed operating instructions for ventilation flow shutdown to ensure fire damper 
closure during a fire (SON) 

* Replacement of one oversized fire damper (SON) 

* Response to fire damper manufacturer's 10 CFR 21 notice regarding closure 
against airflow (BFN) 

* Superseded fire damper locations shown in surveillance instructions, which do not 
agree with 10 CFR 50, Appendix R evaluation (BFN) 

* Completion of the TVA recommended air handling unit (AHU) cooling coil 
cleaning and hardware changes to reduce maintenance and improve performance 
of the computer and battery room HVAC system (WBN)
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* Penatal hiabilhAy problems becarne of leakae from ducts fpng through 
ontrol room. (No element report iePmigaedg this concern wa prepared for 
FN, bt a corrective action plan has been developed by TVA in response to a 

CATD) 

* Airborne radictiriy in the Cminde Demineralizer Waste Evaporator 
(CDWE) Buidin doe to chaned procem of radwase treatment which was not 
reflected in operati itructions and my Ioldm ALARA guidelion (SON, 
WBN) 

The correctie actions pianned to resoiv the negative finding arem 

* Update operating instructions to include more pecificaction in case of fire (SON) 

* Install a new fire damper (SON) 

* Evaluate the instaled fire dampen against latest manuficturer test with air flow to 
identify which dampen require administrative instructions to ensure dosure.  
Develop appropriate operating instructions (BFN) 

* Update surveillance instructions to include the fire damper locations per 
10 CFR 50, Appendix R requirementa (BFN) 

* eanm AHU cooling coils and modify HVAC system components per TVA design 
study request reommeM ations (WBN) 

* Review all HVAC ductwork that pase through the control room pressurization 
envelope to identify duct leakage; evaluate potential consequences of control room 
babitability to demonstrate compliance with the post-TMI NUREG 737JI-D3.4 
requirements (BFN) 

* Revise system operating instructions to minimize airborne radioactivity and 
evaluate the modified piping configuration and changed process parameters for 
compliance with ALARA guidelines (SON, WBN) 

No major technical issues resulted from the subcategory evaluation.  

The broader issues of timely resolution and communication of important problems were 
identified in this subcategory report. A need to improve and centralize the tracking and 
closure of open items was also established.
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Tis ubcategoy addresses 11 employee concerns about fire protection system design and 
related compliance co idera s. The 11 concerns were itemized into 36 original and five 
peripheral issues and anesed in 16 separate lement evaluations.u Of the 41 issues, three 
were found to be invalid. Seven of the valid issues had corrective actions implemented 
before the ECFG evaluation. The remaining fifteen valid issues and the five peripheral 
iaes uncovered during the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken 

In unmary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Differing requirements and methods used in the fire protection sprinkler system 
design and modifications as regulations evolved over time (SON, BFN; corrective 
action completed at WBN) 

* The presence of obstructions to water spray patterns (WBN) 

* Inconsistency in the engineering design criteria documents for the Main and 
Additional Diesel Generator Buildings (SON and WBN) 

SHVAC ducting not designed to preclude hydrogen accumulation (SON, BLN), or 
testing being required to demonstrate that damper leakage precludes hydrogen 
accunmulation (corrective action completed at WBN) 

* Ambiguities in Specification G-73 with respect to fire protection quality assurance 
(QA) jurisdiction (SON, WBN, BFN, BLN); incorrectly invalidating a 
nonconformance report (NCR) because of a lack of the identification of limited 
QA for the fire protection labels (BLN); and a lack of consistency in the 
engineering design standards which impose QA requirements on the fire protection 
systems (BFN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* Complete the program to upgrade the fire protection sprinkler system to NFPA 
standards and NRC guidelines (SON, BFN: corrective action completed at WBN) 

* Complete the sprinkler obstruction review program (WBN) 

* Revise engineering design criteria documents to eliminate conflicting requirements 
for fire dampers in the Additional Diesel Generator Building (SON and WBN) 

* Revise and test HVAC ducting to preclude hydrogen accumulation (SON, BLN; 
corrective action completed at WBN)
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* Edit the G-73 sperW:ado to precuIde misitIPerpretaon ofQA jurisdiction for fire 
proMecdoa (SQN, WB4, BFN, BLN); Inestig poisibte icorrect NCR besed on 
#"--q* .-4 .ncation of QA requirements (BLN), and devise cable listing 
proedures to idetify limited QA for the fir protectio system cables (BIN); 
resolve contradctions in the hfaifing of generic limited QA requirements 
(BFN); ad issue general design tdurds for limited QA for fire protecdtion 
systems (BFN).  

While these reviews eneray found doefiencis in the TVA design process area, this is 
soum hat brianced by the fact that fire protectidon appied to clear pwer plant design 
bha bad an awward evoltion and is not looked upona a menuine safety system. It does 
not, in and of iself, constitute an unamhinous example of desig process defiriencies in the 
TVA system. However, when coupled with related subject matter (e4., Subcategory 23000, 
HVAC Design), the need for an improved interdisciplinary design integration process, as 
also outlined in 22900, becomes more evident.  

Beyond this, no major technical or broader issues were made evident by the limited review 
made possible during this subcategory evaluaton.  

This subategory addresses 23 employee concerns about quality of the cement mortar lining 
in the essential raw cooling water (ERCW) systems piping. The 23 concerns were itemized 
into 11 original issues and assessed in two separate element evaluations. Of the 11 issues, 
seven were found not to be valid. Two of the valid issues had corrective actions 
implemented before the ECTG evaluation and the remaining required corrective actions to 
be taken as a result of the ECTG evaluation.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Failure of the cement mortar lining installation contractor to document required 
inspections 

* TVA quality assurance (QA) failing to identify this situation in a timely manner 
(WBN) 

The corrective action implemented to resolve the negative findings is: 

* Provide a better means for controlling contractor quality assurance activities 
(WBN) 

No major technical or broader issues resulted from the subcategory evaluation.
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The Nudclear Perfomance Plan (NPP) was rvi te subcategoy level to determine if 
this issue was addressed by TVA. The result of the review indicate that, although no 
specific mention is made of the issue, significant improvements in TVA QA organization 
and procedures are in process.  

This subatego addresses seen employee concerns about electrical separation 
defirienies or inadequacies in the design and installation of electrical equipment, 
cableswires, and components. The seven concerns were developed into 16 original issues 
and assessed in four separate element evaluations. Of the 16 issues, ten were found not to 
be valid. The six valid issues uncovered during the evaluation required corrective actions to 
be taken as a result of the ECTG evaluation.  

The negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to inadequate electrical 
separation in installation and inadequate design basis for electrical separation.  

Regarding the general issue of electrical separation adequacy, specific cases of installation 
nnonfrmnances with licensing commitments or design criteria requirements were 
identfied for all four nuclear plants (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN). Such nonconformances 
include: 

* Redundant raceways not meeting minimum separation requirements, such as 
spatial, missing tray covers, or improper installation of tray covers (WBN, SON, and 
BFN) 

* Internal separation of wiring or components not meeting minimum separation 
requirements (spatial and missing barriers) (WBN and BFN) 

* Clans IE cables incorrectly routed in non-class IE conduits or not meeting 
separation requirements (BFN) 

* Redundant control instrument air tubing not meeting minimum separation 
requirements (BLN) 

* Other nonconformances either internally identified by TVA (WBN and BFN), or 
identified as violations by the NRC (BFN) 

All four plants are committed to comply with IEEE Standards 279-1971 and 308-1971, but 
only BLN is committed to comply with IEEE Standard 384-1974 and Regulatory Guide 
1.75-1979.  

In general, physical separation and electrical isolation commitments and requirements are 
not fully reflected in the FSAR and design criteria. Adequate applicable criteria were not 
found for the following specific areas:
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* Sepation of cabs n free air (SQN, WBN, and BFN)

* Spradn of wirfg and compoents inside bord/pmaels (SQN, WBN, and BLN) 

* Spdial sp anio ofvrtial trays fom redundant horizontal trys or, in geneal, 
WpNl separation of redundant trays under angular orientations other than 
horizontal tray separadon vertical tray stacking and tray crossin (SON, WBN, 
BFPNandBLN) 

* Electrical solation (SON and WBN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are combined into two 
poups: one group deals with the resolution of identified installation nonconformances the 
other group addresses the inadequacy of design basis documents. These are further 
described below.  

* As the st group of corrective actions, where the actual installation identified by 
the evaluation team does not conform with licensing requirements or design 
criteria, the condition will be corrected by modification or justification/analysis to 
satisfy the requirements. In other caser, evnluation will be performed and 
corrective actioan will be taken as needed to ensure that raceway installations and 
internal wiring meet the established separation criteria. A similar approach is 
applicable for corrective action required for conditions either identified before the 
evaluatidon team's involvement (e.g., NRC-identified conditions and routing of 
dclass IE cables in non-0 conduits at BFN, and separation of redundant instrument 
air tubing not meeting the separation criteria at BLN) or where existing corrective 
action will cover specific items identified by the evaluation team (internal 
separation not meeting the separation criteria at BFM).  

* The second group of corrective actions will ensure that the design basis documents 
include all the commitments and that these commitments are properly reflected in 
design output documents and actual installations. This will require an evaluation of 
commitments/requirements (CRs), design criteria, the FSAR, and design output 
documents associated with electrical equipment and raceway separation. The 
design criteria will be revised if they are found to be incomplete, do not reflect 
C/Ras conflict with other documents, or simply need clarification. As a result of 
these activities, analyses, inspections, or modifications may be required. No specific 
design basis nonconformances with licensing commitments were presently 
identified, such as divisional separation of cables in free air; internal separation in 
class IE control boards, panels, and relay racks; and electrical isolation. (A few 
cases that may require corrective action were observed, such as some redundant 
cables close to each other, and a vertical and a redundant horizontal tray located 
less than 3 feet from each other. These areas are considered potential because the 
need for corrective action, if any, can be established only after the applicable 
separation requirements in the design basis documents are defined.)
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The major technical issue resulting from the subcategory evaluation relates to the 
incompleteness of design bases and the lack of complete documentation of 
commitmentstrequirements regarding physical separation of cables/wires and equipment.  

The identified installation nonconformances, if not corrected, could result in a potentially 
unsafe condition from a common event, such as fire, that may affect redundant safety 
components. Although the identified nonconformances could have an effect on 
safety-related cable systems, their limited number cannot be considered uncommon for 
nudear projects. Furthermore, the identified nonconformances were random in nature, and 
no systematic pattern could be detected that would indicate a more generazed problem in 
the separation program. Incomplete design basis documents or inconsistencies between 
these documents and licensing commitments could result in error in the separation design; 
however, no specific design basis nonconformances with licensing commitments were 
identified.  

On the basis of these observations and in spite of some weaknesses and problems identified 
that validate the employee concerns, the overall physical and electrical separation design 
appears to be adequate and does not constitute a generic problem for all four nuclear plants.  
Furthermore, imp'ementation of the corrective actions (which include actual and potential 
hardware modification, evaluation, review for generic applicability, and revision of design 
criteria and licensing documents) shcJd resolve the problems identified during the 
evaluation and any other problems that may be uncovered during the implementation of 
corrective actions.  

No broader issues were revealed as a result of the subcategory evaluation.  

SubcalarV 24500. Incorporation oft anirmnt. rammitmmas. and F nk"rim»c in 
Q"i 

This subcategory addresses 45 employee concerns about perceived deficiencies or 
inadequacies in the design procedures, design criteria, and engineering documentation, as 
well as in the feedback of industry and TVA nuclear experience, and as-built documentation 
of the plant facilities configuration. The 45 concerns were itemized into 111 original and six 
peripheral issues and assessed in 37 separate element evaluations. Of the 117 issues, 38 
were found not to be valid, and 15 valid issues had corrective actions implemented before 
the ECI'G evaluation. Thirty-four valid issues and the six peripheral issues uncovered 
during the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken as a result of the ECTG 
evaluation.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the eviluation related to: 

* Some regulatory guides not addressed or not incorporated in a timely manner 
(SON)
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* bmnmapif Wadequat, ad 4und y COmpian with w iUtsing  ..mmitandt mad 
me relatory require nts (WBN) 

* Inadequate evaluatioa and late or prdtilly comple responses to NRC tlletin.  
nad Notices (SQN, WBN, and BFN) 

* Design Buasee and Verification Program (DBVP), which tracks licensing 
comninMuts and requfresants, not ya filiy inyaleented (SQN, WBN, and BFN) 

* C/R dahtbse not yet fily complet (SQN, WBN, and BFN) 

* Noexistence- of procedural requirements for updating and maintaining the 
mcomitmentt/requirements (COR) databse for the life of the plant (BFN) 

* OR database not yet generated (BLN) 

* Some electrical and other engineering design criteria being inadequate and 
sometimes noneiament (SON, WBN, BFN and BLN) 

* Applicable standards and regulatory guides not adequately referenced in design 
criteria (WBN) 

* Some discrepancies in the existing design criteria, and some criteria listed in the 
Design Criteria Manual Index not issued (BLN) 

* Applicable procedures not followed (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Inadequate TVA design standards and guides (SON, BFN and BLN) 

* Incomplete implementation of an Electrical Engineering Branch (EEB) design 
control process program to review all electrical design guides and design standards, 
and to recommend deletions, additions, and revisions (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Inadequate tracking of commitments and updating of licensing documents (SON, 
WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Some deficiencies in tracking TVA commitments to NRC (SON, WBN and BFN) 

* Licensing documents (FSAR) not current (SON, WBN and BFN) 

* Inadequate control of design calculations, which adversely affects traceability of 
design requirements (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Design requirements, and the basis of determining design requirements, not readily 
available (SON. WBN, BFN, and BLN) 
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* No formal sytoem to track and m ass omrgnw im for problems identified by 
NRC INO, or other utilities (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Desip changes bi mede to one unit without timely incorporaion into the other 
unit (WBN) 

* Posslae ncorrect istalladon of unit 1 codema pots (WBN) 

The correctie actions mplemented to resolve the ne ative findings are: 

* Complete the OR Database Program, Design Basis Program, and DBVP as 
applicable to the restart and post-restart phases for these programs (SON) 

* Identify a"d locate the source documents(s) for each COR or designate as an open 
item in the WBN DBVP until fully resolved (WBN) 

* Completely identify licensing commitments and develop Design Criteria/Design 
Bases, as well as the balance of General Design Criteria, before unit 2 restart.  
Complete the Design Basis Document (DBD), which is an integral part of the 
DBVP, before restart of the applicable units. Complete the portion of the C/R 
database related to each unit before each respective unit restart; maintain over the 
life of the plant (BFN) 

* Revise engineerin procedures denification of Licensing Commitments" and 
"Design Criteria/Design Bases" to reqvre the C/R database to be maintained 
current and to determine if the DBD requires revision when the OR database is 
revised (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Fuiiy develop and issue a DBD before fuel loading of each unit. Maintain the OR 
database generated for the DBD for the life of the plant (BLN) 

* Develop and fully implement the DBVP, the DBD Program, and the C/R database 
program (WBN) 

* Prepare DBD before unit 1 fuel loading; correct design criteria documents; develop 
and fully implement a DBVP (WBN) 

* Review, revise, or generate design criteria that are identified in Sequoyah 
Engineering Procedure 29 as requirements for restart before restart (SON) 

* Adequately reference applicable standards and regulatory guides in tne specified 
design criteria documents as part of the DBVP (WBN) 

* Delete design criteria not required; resolve design criteria discrepancies in CATD 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN)
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* Revine FSAR to agree with the revised design criter; isoue a revised criteria 
before mit 1 fel load (BLN) 

* Perform a comnpreheaive review of all electrical design standard and design 
iMadeI; impemet a program far minaFinin the integrity of the tandards and 

daids on an oqgoing bai (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Develop and ieo two ONP procedures acoweri the Corporate ommntmen 
Trackdding Sy (C'S) before reart (SON)

* Review and identify opa and coapleted vanmntmemn 
are being tracked by CCMS (SON, WBN, and BFN)

to the NRC; verify that they

* Ilue Site Director Procedure 'Site Commitment Management and Tracking" 
omite by October 1, 1987 (BLN) 

* Revise procedures for reviewing the ECNs for the FSAR update program; verify 
the accuracy of the UFSAR (SON) 

* Division of Nuclear Engineering to complete a-constructed configuration control 
drawinp (CCDs), and to incorporate changes resulting from the DBVP; update the 
UFSAR accordingly during the easxt annual update (BFN) 

* ONP Policy 6.1 was issued and an ONP directive for an NER program will be 
issued at a later date (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN). Also, site procedures for an 
NER program were revised (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN). Division-level (DNSL 
and DNE) procedures for an NER program for all plants were issued. An NER 
program has been implemented as a restart item at SON and will be implemented 
later at all plants.  

* Complete the development of the prerestart phase of the DBVP for each unit 
before restart; complete the postrestart phase for each unit before the next refuel 
outage. Complete all DBDs by th» end of August 1987 (BFN) 

* Revise engineering specification to include the requirements for condensate pot 
installation (WBN) 

* Revise engineering procedure to require a review of future ECNs to determine 
their possible effect on the other WBN unit (WBN) 

* Issue site director and nuclear project manager procedure to implement program 
management procedure 0600.03 and clarify reporting requirements (WBN)
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No major technical issues resulted from the subcategory evaluation. However, the 
evuationd team obsered that the ineffective and often lacking transfer of experience data 
between various TVA units/plants, and reciprocal transfer of industrywide experience 
information with NRC, INfPO, and other nuclear-buied utilidties, undoubtedly resulted in the 
repetition of design mistakes and the prolongation of numerous technical problems. In the 
Asture, more emphasis should be placed on taking fNl advantage of (and contributing to) the 
available body of industry experience in order to avoid, or detect early-on and resolve, 
numerous problems that are common to the entire industry.  

This subcategory addresses 13 employee concerns about the adequacy and control of design 
calculations; inadequate management, control, and status listing of ac and dc electrical 
loads; and diesel generator design margin. The 13 concerns were itemized into 65 original 
and five peripheral issues and assessed in 15 separate element evaluations. Of the 70 issues, 
18 were found not to be valid, two were found to be valid but required no corrective action, 
and 37 valid issues had corrective actions implemented before the ECrG evaluation. Eight 
valid issues and the five peripheral issues uncovered during the process required corrective 
actions to be taken as a result of the ECTG evaluation.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Inadequate calculation preparation, scope, and quality (SON, WBN, BFN, and 
BLN) 

* Some calculations not treated as permanent plant documents; lack of adequate 
coordination between branches and project (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* A large number of calculations that TVA may have produced being informal or not 
retrievable or available for review (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Past inadequate verification/documentation of quality-related design computer 
codes (SON. WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Indeterminacy of actual electrical load margins because of inadequate preparation 
and control of electrical load calculations (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Inadequate maintenance of diesel generator loading and margin records; 
indeterminate adequacy of diesel generator margins (SON, WBN, and BFN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings for all four plants 
(SON, WBN, BFN. and BLN) are: 

* Implement the essential calculation program
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* Wrie lowetrier procedes to upplement NEPthat control calculation records
provide tra in procedures 

* PNarm emvutioan, receson, e« doxn.e.man fo roi porms 

* ImpeSmet a loqg-erm electricalclation program 

* P r an doumnent dil generator loading 

* Complete iauinium required electrical alclations to support design prior to 
restart (SQN and BFN) 

A maor technical issue resulting rom the subcategory sevaluation relates to the adequacy of 
design calculatio. As an example, TVA discovered that, under certain conditions, there 
could be a potential overloading of the diesel generators for a design basis event. The 
comsequnce of this condition is that the margins available for the diesel generators were 
indeterminate for SON and BFN while those plants were in operation. Whether they were 
capabe of performing their deign anction is, therefore, also indeterminate. The corrective 
action to finalin and document diesel generator loading, when completed, in conjunction 
with the other corrective actions is expected to resolve this issue.  

A second major tecnical issus regards inade- ite verification/documentation of 
quality-related design computer codes where incorrect results may be generated by use of 
an improperly verified computer code. In addition, the computer code may be used for an 
pplication it was not intended for if proper documentation is not available (e.g. required 

input, basis of code, assumptions used, range of applicability, etc.). The corrective action to 
perform evaluation, verification, and documentation for computer programs, when 
completed, should resolve this isue.  

No broader issues were revealed as a result of the subcategory evaluation.  

Saetoh r yII &a PmilStird rlDa Plas WhlL aRtrin Dpelm 

This snbcategory addresses 13 employee concerns about vil/structural design subjects such 
as seismic criteria, cut rebar, seismic analysis of radiation shielding, roofing design, hanger 
loads on stuctures, crane service, monorail design, floor sleeve covers, and pipe whip restraint design. The 13 concerns were itemized in 34 original and eight peripheral issues 
and were assessed in 17 separate element evaluations. Of the 42 issues, 16 were found 
either to be not valid or not to require corrective action. Eighteen valid issues and the eight 
peripheral issues uncovered during the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken as 
a result of the ECTG evaluation.
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In aunmry, the negatve fndip resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Egnimernh control and evaluation of cut rebt in Category I concrete structures 
(SQN, BFN, and BLN) 

* EginWeng review of loads inposed on Category I concrete structures by various 
acopoemnt(pipin racways, etc.) hanr (SQN, WBN, BFN, nd BLN) 

* Complance of abIdoned protrudinf flor sleeves to OSHA standards, and the 
adequacy of sleeve foam seals to support anticipated lods (WBN) 

* Comistency among design documents relative to piping/tank interfaces (BLN) 

The corrective actiom implemented to resolve the negative finding are: 

* Review, evaluate, and document cut rebar condition (SON, BFN, and BLN) 

* Develop/revise procedures to control rebar cuts (SQN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Address NRC 1982 open items (BLN) 

* Review, evaluate, and document cumulative hanger load assessments (SON, WBN, 
BFN, and BLN) 

* Develop/revise ptocedures to control hanger attachments (SON, WBN, BFN, and 
BLN) 

* Revise FSAR to reflect design methods used (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Perform worker safety evaluation of the protruding floor sleeves for compliance 
with OSHA standards, and do a design evaluation of the adequacy of sleeve foam 
seals (WBN) 

* Revise a drawing and FSAR to reflect correct nozzle size (BLN) 

The major technical issues resultirg from the subcategory evaluation relate to the subjects 
of cut rebar and hanger supports. The evaluation substantiated that the cumulative effects 
of cut rebar on the capacity of concrete c'ements and the increase in load because of 
continuous addition of hanger supports were not adequately documented. The prime causes 
for these findings /ere judged to be a combination of inadequate communication and lack 
of supervisory attention to technical matters.  

The corrective actions required to address these findings will result in an extensive 
engineering evaluation exercise based on walkdowns and/or compilation of relevant dat.. In 
addition, there is a potential for results of the evaluation to lead to hardware modifications.
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The bradier i a Eagineeriu's lack of attentin to the detail of e plant desin 
was idatdled in this sbcateog y report and bu been mid to the catery Ieve for frther 

This mubaepy addrees 22 employee m m co about pipe t weld and structural 
steel a ecan desiLr These cocr were itemied into 14 ismesm which were asessed 
in 2 separate eleaent evaaun a resld ted in 35 fihdinp (inuding fou peripheral 
findgs). Of the 35 findiap, sen were fmnd not to be valid and 14 valid findinp had 
colectieI actions impiemented befi the ECrG evautioa. Ten valid finwgfi and the 
four peripheral fbindp ncovered during the evaluation required corective actions to be 
taken as a result of the ECG evaiuation.  

In summry, the negative findisp resulting from the evaluation related to: 

* Box anchor drawing not showing gap requirements between the rear plate and the 
procar pipe, resulting in a posibfility of the weld being fused to the proces pipe 
and overstreing the rear plate and the procem pipe (WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Proper analysis aumpdoi not used to design surface-mounted plates with mixed 
boltedwelded connections (SQN, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Weld symbols not detailed properly on BLN support drawings and open to 
isnerpretation by Construction (BLN) 

* Modified pipe damps at WBN not qualified by proof tests or analysis (WBN) 

* Weld sizes for top and bottom sides of structural tubing calculated on the basis of 
entire lengths (Le, induiding the curved surfaces); however, Construction provided 
a weld for the flat lengths only (WBN) 

The corrective actions implemented to resolve the negative findings are: 

* Select a random sample of box anchor drawing and reinspect gaps between the 
rear plate and the pro- "-» QualW'4 1 - d to tfe . rocs pipe by 
anaayiiciL meaods or n. "uý « - eii' j.y .' e yiý -* .'\r -ny box oancn r 
drawing to prevent recurrence (WBN, BFN, ana BLN) 

* Evaluate surface-mounted base plates 'vith mixed bolted/welded connections using 
the proper assumption (designing weld for entire shear load). Rework deficient 
base plates. Retrain personnel to prevent recurrence (SON, WBN, BFN, and BI N)



* At BIN, verify the as-cotted weids detaid with 2-sides/3sides symbus and 
reviwevealse with the weld agdimr n a ui ed in the desipgn Detail fire welds 
* defined in AWS code (BLN) 

* At WBN, review all pipe support drawip to identify the modified vendor 
compoan, iacnding pipe dcampi Qualify or replace the modified vendor 
eampenms reqpired. Add rq.remeis in design criteria to qaliy future 
mn ifnaonat ovendor compnentm (WBN) 

* At WBN, select a random sample of pip support welds for structural bing, and 
evalrane the adequacy of the welds by considering a flat length. Expand the sample 
if one or more deficient weld is discovered. Rework the deficient weld. Revise the 
pipe support design manual to consider only the flat length in the design for 
welding a tube on two opposite sides 

The maor technical issues resulting from the subcatgory evaluation relate to the 
surface-mounted pates with mixed boltedlwelded connection (WBN, BFN, and BLN) and 
modified vendor compouen (WBN). The main cause of these discrepances was 
indequate calculationsm Evaiatioan of surface-monted plates with mixed conaectios may 
result in mdifiaonhardware c However, SQN has conpieted the corrective 
action for surface-munted piates with mixed conncio and observed no deficiet plates.  
The modified pipe damps at WBN may result in oversreng the dclamp and that may 
require hardwae changes.  

'.e broader issues of design process effectiveness and managemen effectiveness were 
identified in the subcategory report.  

This subcaregCry addresses 18 employee concerns about a presumed deficiency or 
inadequacy in the design and construction of the plant fluid systems. The 18 concerns were 
itemised into 39 original and three peripheral issues and assessed in 16 separate element 
evaluatioos Of the 42 issues, 25 were found not to be valid, and three valid issues had 
corrective actions implemented before the ECTG evaluation. One valid issue and the three 
peripheral issues uncovered during the evaluation required corrective actions to be taken as 

..- .' 'r valuat . Tea issues were characterized as valid; however, the 
consequences were deemed acceptable.  

In summary, the negative findings resulting from this evaluation related to: 

* Some drinage piping attachments installed at Watts Bar and at Sequoyah not 
conforming to design docur ients (SON and WBN) 

* Piping calculations at Brc wns Ferry using a less conservative formula than that 
required by the applicable -ode to determine pipe wall thickness (BFN)
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* ampl m em-- (Rat me I - p ~ wDG) 
* Raeiwllips - as...nin COdt -Pr- riri... pip

**B (BFN) 

* Cr isk mm- e aa s iregaing stam operar blodoni p g 
mmnowmms(WBN) 

* P idedeqt M iulaom ofair lamdr uait o imknaat tdraina piio (SON) 

No maor tecaicl m s were idenifed. se of a broder nare could not be 
dedoped beca of the wide spread of the cmcera aqpreed and tbher imbdidadly 

Thin ubcateory addreiq u 7 eimpoiee m mi about mnm aea elecrical safy, 
deleridc prrediom desi, ad cable teminaions and spice The 27 were 
dieuioped ie 111 ariginl ad cig peripaheal isuwe d 2sied in 55 sepate eimen 
ean in.. Of tbe 119 msm, 35 were foiad no to be valid, ad tea valid ies bad 
omrect actions ipi oeed before the ECTG evmraoi.. Siy-six valid ims and the 
ight peripbhral fiodia uncored dri the evaluatio required corrce actions to be 

taes aa reault 

Time sepive fiadia resltiq from the evalumio are mauarized bel hey appy to the 
platI an osed 

* iaiiqa pitu of recepacles not docnened in the Master Bill of Material (SON) 

* Cable entries to motor control centers (MCCs) noc property sealed (WBN and 
BFN) 

* PVC jacketed flexible conduis not environmentally qualified used in harsh 
environments (SON, WBN, and BFN)
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* TVA ah f epina (nNRC IEB "N) grIn Wesigbomw type W-2 sich 
ndb act immodsm enclingimi plutimo (soW ~dwW) 

* Ceari witr Reordmy Guide LWU fr 6a Mrpertd abe (MOV) ciris 
Mot .d d in desip bids domme Di-npzsx in the a iS e -mp i-put amd ampu dom (m * W(MK , M DBFK BEM) 

* Tq me sim blpmi fr MOV cirmis not addremsed m desip beuip ad desip 
oap doer t (SON, WBBN, and BL4) 

* C cir tea fr amsor trainh circss y seleed or set for 
wcirit proteaio. Desip bsi doamna1 s do not conr bte desi of profean 
and te blevel Oa mpni wi the MNationd Eatrarical Code for cm m lest b 

2 bepower (SoN WBN, BFN. ad BIN) 

* MCC amoor circit power fes no property seleted d Id onraeed (SON, 
WBN, and BFN) 

* Paoibiy of current raInfo r (C) faiure and rratig azposion beause of 
-i dof bigb lhape. oil-filled, free-sring CTL This would aMc= die 
aiby of prefrred offfise power (SON, WBN, BFN, and BL) 

* Inromplere do rimmazo to deteramine a of cable splics insaled in 
Qalbo* and prment mainrrm- oft maboles (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN)

* lprop er criptype l on solid coushcoias (SQir Wi, and BFN)

* !aproper inmrafaion of Aaqpbhemold r m a in stad-y diesel generaror circits 
(WBN and BFN) 

* Pbcatial deficinces idenaifed regarding qualification and E ocnmenarion of 
axoxrarme elecrical pentratio (WBN and BFN) 

The correcive action identified to resolve the negative findings are 

* Mater Bill of Maerials w revised to specify accepble rmating plug (SCN) 

* WBN has coapleted and BFN will coplete cable etry sealing (WB and BFN) 

* SON has completed an analysis to justify the use of PVC jacketed fteible conduit 
WBN ha verified that PVC jacketed flexible conduit is not required to be qualified 
because it is not taken into account in beta radiation reduction. BFN will complete 
qualification documentation (SON. WBN. and BFN)
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* Befua es SQN wil: (1) Wideaiy B safety raled W-2 swiches; (2) reiew 
a& pVGir (3) aWl anw d (4) viser Afer -rt n, SN 
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cdmo we idaha id and fi ed (3) pareno recunrce of the problemn 
WVwB atioBww besihdr oSQn (S QN d WB) 

* Upda the SAR ad dia ia deinp bi docm nns the method of 
-a eH with RelOary Gaide Ul Makeb de valve lit ameumt with the 
Tseail SfseCrrba (S N, WBN IN ,a d Ba N) 

* Re.ibet tsrurd drWBp mad ime dqsiph boi N dcml (SQN, WBN, BFN, and 
BUN) 

* Prepare c atmiin and re the applicable design standard and desig gpide to 
praide criteria; carify cforanaoe with the Nadioal Electrical Code (SON, 
WBN,FN, and BLN) 

* Dom ttheadequacy of fBues usd uir Ipo rcuits for vales h (SQO, WIN, and 

* C.oite the CTr gaboring progr ad evaluate replacenet of the bject Cs 
(SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Verify the adequacy of cabe splices, provide record of splices, document 
marials, and identfy a splices and their locaam (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) 

* Rework the terminal lugs on solid conducton and perform walkdown inspection 
(SON, WBN, and BFN) 

* Inestigate reas for the looseness of comnecion, possible deficiencies in design 
or procurement requireents; document any deficiencies found in a Condition 
Adverse to Quality Report (WBN and BFN) 

* Complete the inpection of unit 2 penetrations at WBN. At BFN, replace the 
Phykical Science Corp. penetrations in safety-elated service and include unit I and 
3 penetratios in the EQ program (WBN and BFN) 

The major technical issues resulting from the subcategory evaluation relate to weaknesses of 
various design bases and the lack of proper documentation of commitments/requirements 
and design outputs. The findindings and their corrective actions require improvements in 
design basis, design process, and licensing.  

'The ack of dclear documentation that the PVC jacketed conduits are qualified for the harsh 
environment raises questions as to whether the safety-related components served can 
perform to mitigate potential accidents. The lack of clear demonstration that



motor-operated vahes hve the proper thermal overload protectini and torque switch 
byp- deg indicates that thee is a potential for more than one valve oi different 
safc-reh ed systems to fail to operate properly fike accident mitigation Improperly 
elected circuit breakers and fes create the potential for losing more than one 

safty-relaed poer system and its loads. The problem of the Westinghouse type W-2 
CiSch Ral'Am was created by impropr design changes made to address NRC IE 

Blletin 0-2 Plant modifiminr were not well dnnnented to confirm that nmitnts 
to the NRC hae been met, initing weakness in the organization of tracking NRC 

mmi-entsn Problems in the able termiwtion and splicing area could affect more than 
oe fety-related system's performanem during nor nal and abnormal plant operations.  

A number of broader issues emerged from a collective review of this subcategory. TVA's 
fragmented organization, which did not have dear lines of responsibility, authority, and 
accountability, led to lack of effective control and monitoring of the electrical discipline 
design process, inability to identify problems and to implement timely and effective 
corrective action, and ineffective response to licensing issues. However, the TVA CNPP 
addresses all of these broader issues through the restructuring of TVA's organization and 
the implemntation of a number of specific program (such as Design Basis and 
Verification Enginaing arance, Corporate Commitment Tracking System, 
M1a3gemt- I nformation System) thrt should correct the performance deficiencies. The 
implemeation of the Calculation Cross Reference Information System (CCRIS) by DNE 
will improve the design coordination betw.:n the four DNE technical branches.  

This subcategory addresses 48 employee concerns about raceway and cable system design.  
The 48 concerns were developed into 55 original and six peripheral issues and assessed in 14 
separate element evaluations. Of the 61 issues, 16 were found not to be valid, three were 
valid but the consequences were accptable without need for corrective action, and three 
valid issues had corrective actions implemented before the ECTG evaluation. Thirty-three 
valid issues and the six peripheral issues uncovered during the evaluation required 
corrective actions to be taken as a result of the ECTG evaluation.  

The uegative findings resulting from the evaluation are summarized below, they apply to all 
four nuclear plants (SON, WBN, BFN, and BLN) except where noted: 

* Uncertain raceway fill status because unverified cable data wre used 

* Inadequate justification of ampacikies for instrumentation and control (I&C) cables 
in 60-percent filled trays; inconsistencies between the FSAR and design standards 
for conduit fill
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* Cmp.tgmeurd able routin proam not aeqj*aIy verified to enure 
p-rfu of= their hatnded fnction of divisional and voape separation, 
carintuion of racway f, rejection of rroneous input, and rejecioa of cable 
routes in oerlled raceways 

* Lack of adequate feedback from Construction, resulting in inaccurate cable lengta 
being used in electrical calculations 

* No procedures to track deleted or abandoned cables 

* Present records incomplete for status verification of manually routed cables at BFN 
nits lad 2 

* Defiency in both the cable routing programs and the Engineering-Constr on 
Monitoring and Don mention (ECM&D) proguams in the areas of security, 
controling documentation for system nn documenting revisions, and 
pronm ae procedures 

* ECMAD programs used at WBN and BFN not properly verified; therefore, the 
adequacy of the cables a installed cannot be determined through the use of the 
ECM&D program 

* Cable deratings for cable tray coversn, coating compounds, and Appendix R to 10 
CFR 50 firewap not addresd; effects of abandoned cables and cable bundling on 
ampacity not covered in the design documents 

* No specific requirements for evaluation of ampacity in overfilled raceways (WBN, 
SON, and BF4) 

* At some plants, primarily BFN where IEEE Standard-383 qualified cables were not 
used for installation, many cables were coated with fireproofing material thicker 
than the 1/4 inch stated in design documents. Excessive coating can lead to cable 
overheating and insulation failure before tLe end of the design life is reached
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The coLrrecive actio identified to resolve the agative finling are

* Analyze computerized able routing system program (SON). Revise FSAR 
regarding miurmm allowable conduit finll (SON, BFN). Obtain NRC concurrence 
on sidewall premare questions and cable failure trend program (SON, WBN).  
Resohniobr of the cable damage problem at SQN will provide the basis for resolving 
the problem at the other plants.  

* Correct and verify computer-generated fill data (WBN). Verify installed cable 
weights (WBN). Provide raceway fill status and QA-level cable data (BFN).  
Revise procedure WBEP-EP43.13 to include control for raceway fill (WBN, BFN).  
Address cable tray penetration pressure seals/firestop as part of existing corrective 
action for cable trays (WBN).  

* Enter cable survey data into the computer tray fill tracking system for future use.  
Determine effectiveness of firestops for overfilled trays. Justify limited review of 
tray supports (SQN).  

* Implement softwac Q.^ pnlan, create test file to verify the output of the computer 
program, and reload computer data after program verification (SON, WBN, BFN).  
Prohibit increase of racev'ay fill limits in computer program without approval 
(SQN, BFN, WBN). Modly and verify the ECM&D program (WBN, BLN).  

* Evaluate cable derating in overfilled trays and analyze effect of cable bundling 
(SQN). Review ampacity standards against thermolag tests and establish 
ampacities for trays in firestops (SON, WBN, BFN, BLN). Perform sampling 
program to verify cable ampacities (WBN, SON).  

The major technical issue resulting from the subcategory evaluation relates to uncertainties 
about the adequacy of the raceway and cable system design. TVA's corrective actions 
include several evaluations, inspections, and analyses that could result in hardware changes.  
When these corrective actions have been completed, they will resolve questions of potential 
raceway overfills, cable routing, undetected cable damage, and/or amoacity problems. The 
safety significance of the potential changes can then be determined. Raceway overfill could 
lead to cable tray support failure and, possibly, a common mode failure during a seismic 
event. Undetected cable damage could lead to a common mode failure if the damage 
causes redundant cables to fail during exposure to harsh environments such as might occur 
during an accident. Finally, improper cable ampacity could invalidate cable qualification 
and lead to premature and unexpected cable failure.  

The broader issue of the lack of an integrated TVA program for the design and design 
control of raceway and cable sy ,ms is being addressed by TVA's Corrective Action Plan, 
which states that a program will be initiated to establish engineering and design controls for 
management of all cable design implementation at SON, WBN, BFN. and BLN.
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APPENDIX D 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR TVA NUCLEAR PROGRAMS 

TO CORRECT PAST WEAENESSES AND DEFICIENCIES

T's qppendis mrmarin seven of the ct sinficant progrm to correct the majority of 
the weakes and deficiencies in the m w 'ngineerng design proce. These programs 
referenced in the Engineering Category Report are 

1. Design Baselin and Verification Program (DBVP) 

2. Design Basis Document Program (DBD) 

3. Essential Calculation Program (ECP) 

4. Comnitment/Requirements Data Base (C/RDB) 

5. Corporate Commitment Tracking System (CCS) 

6. Nuclear Experience Review Program (NER) 

7. Engineering-Construction Monitoring and Documentation Program (ECM&.  

At Watts Bar the Design Basis Document Program and the Commitment/Requirements 
Data Base are part of the Design Baseline and Verification Program.  

1. Desip gIBasliM amd Vrificam. Proram (DBVP) 

TVA's Office of Nuclear Power (ONP) has committed in the Nuclear Performance 
Plans (NPPs) to replace its two-drawing system ("as-designed" and "as-constructed") 
with a single d&awing system under the control of the Division of Nuclear Engineering 
(DNE) at each of its nuclear plant sites. This change is intended to prevent the 
recurrence of problems experienced in the past with discrepanices between drawings 
and actual plant configuration.  

The Division of Nuclear Engineering (DNE) has developed and is implementing 
Design Baseline and Verification Programs (DBVP) at SON, WBN, and BFN to 
ens .ie that drawings for safety systems within the scope of the respective programs 
reflect the actual plant configuration and reconcile the actual sy-tem configurations 
with the design basis and licensing commitments. The plant construction has not been 
completed at BLN, thus the implementation of a single drawing system is intended to 
maintain control of plant configuration and compliance with the design basis and 
licensing commitments.



The DBVPs at SQN and BFN are being implemented to revise a Adefined scope of 
dr-inp to match the actual plant configuration and to reconcile these drawing to 
related engineering dowmsitation in a twophase program, Le, prerestart and 
ponmestart for each unit. in . ornpam, the flow diagram, electrical single line 
diag , schemati, ad control diagrams used in the control room (control room 
drawings) depicting thb syitems or portions of systems, required to mitigate design 
basis events and to provide for safe shutdown of the plant will be updated in the 
PREREMTART phase The POSRESTART phase wim include implmnta n of 
the modifications not required for restart, completion and revision of the design 
criteria docnentation, completion of other safety systen evaluation not required for 
restart, and implementation of corrective actions to the other safety systems, z 
required, and formal revision of control room drawings (Le., configuration control 
drawings).  

The DBVP at WBN is being implemer*ed to verify that the WBN unit 1 construction 
satisfies licensing commitments and that unit 1 is ready for power operation. The 
former "as-designed" and "as-constructed" drawings will be merged into baseline 
drawings for nuc:: r safety-related systems.  

2. Dekign Bass Doemu t (DBD) Propa 

A Design Basis Document (DBD) program has also been established and is now being 
implemented at Sequoyah. The DBD development concept is a top-down approach in 
which commitments made in generic upper tier design input documents, commitments 
made in licensing documents, design requirements. TVA policies, and existing design 
criteria must be captured in either plant-specific desip criteria or other design input 
documents. These design criteria must include, as a minimum, those general design 
criteria for site, plant, structures, and systems which constitute the DBD. Note that the 
design criteria required to be prepared prior to Sequoyah restart will be limited to 
those systems or portions of systems identified by SON-OSG7-048.  

The DBD coastitutes a design input document that is commitment-driven. The 
development requires a combination of senior engineers and managers, who are 
familiar with the design evolution, to research the documents and identify the plant 
design requirements and commitments; and experienced working level engineers to 
prepare or revise the design criteria documents while ensuring that these design 
requirements and commitments are captured. The Project Engineer (PE) will accept 
and adopt this collection of design criteria documents along with the mechanical flow 
diagrams, functional control and logic diagrams, single line diagrams. the site plan and 
plot plan, and the general arrangement drawings as the DBD for the plant The 
drawings will be the latest revision of the Configuration Control Drawing (CCD), if 
available, or the latest revision of the As-Constructed (AC) drawing if the CCD is not 
available.



The DBD proides, over the life of th plat, the bais against which possible future 
plainondf'El are evduated.  

3. EImtdl Caledas.mtupm 

Each discipline branch's essential aicrion program is slightly different, depending 
on the time it was begun, the umique nature of the alcneation the total number of 
call ai schedlues and reources, ad other facors However, the basic 
reqnirements of the TVA Essential Calulation Program are the same for each 
engineering discipline branch (NEB, MEB EEB, and CEB): 

* List all calenlatios and identify each as essential, desirable, or superseded 

* EmentiA calculations are those required to support safety systems used fur safe 
shutdown of the plant 

* r hk calculations are those appropriate for plant reliability, availability, and 
economic operation.  

* The review If desirable calculations is not within the scope of the Essential 
Calculation Program 

* The list of essential calculations is to be evaluated, independently reviewed, and 
refined into a final list 

* The final list s then to be approved by TVA management (each discipline Branch 
Chie) 

* Essential calculations are then to be retrieved and reviewed for technical adequacy, 
revised as needed, and reissued 

* Reviews for technical adequacy and revisions to calculations may be delegated to 
outside contractors; however, the responsibility for adequacy rests with the 
engineering discipline branches 

* Any essential calculations that cannot be retrieved must be regenerated 

* Regeneration of calculations may be delegated to outside contractors; however, the 
responsibility for adequacy rests with the engineering discipline branches 

* Essential calculations must be maintained current over the life of each plant 

* Implementatiun of ';i' program is to be monitored and audited as required by 
Engineering Assurance (EA)



Daft Ba Pepa (CWDB)

This propm identif es and reqn*irments as sourt infmation for each 
plants design crteria deeapm . The folowin ecerpts from the Sequoyah 
procesre describe its key pints 

Ths procedare a hes a quteii approawch to identify the licensing 
-im its. and other design reiqemeants which should be captured and reflected 

in design documents. Te scope inclues both safety-related and nonafety-related 
sn, structures, d -copoaen.

'A TicJrnin Cammimet is an action related to the design construction, operation or 
testing of a TVA aclear plant that has been communicated to an organization 
authorized to regulate TVA activities." 

"A Digis any technical requirement or internal TVA commitment 
whirb is essential for the safe or reliable operation of a nuclear plant.' 

The concept used is a top-down approach in woich commitments made in generic 
upper tier design input documents, commitments made in licensing documents, design 
requirements, TVA policies, and existing design criteria must be captured in either 
plant-specific design criteria or other design input documents." 

'The program requires senior engineers and managers who are familiar with the design 
evaluation to research the applicable source documents and identify the plant design 
requirements and commitments. [These reviewers] . . . complete a 
commitment/requirements (OR) data sheet for each licensing commitment or design 
requirement identified in accordance... [with the procedure. This information is then 
entered into the databaser 

The program establishes a database containing the commitments/ requirements to be 
initially incorporated into the design criteriteria. The database will then be turned over to 
the project and maintained throughout the life of the plant." 

"A continuous review of new source documents (e.g., Change Documents, Vendor 
letters, Correspondences, System Design files, Job Books, etc.) for 
commitments/requirements will be done by the Responsible Engineer/personnel who 
deal with the various source documents." 

5. Corporate CommItmu t Traddcng System (CCTS) 

When a commitment that has a significant effect on DNE's scope of work, 
responsibilities, licensing, and safety is made to NRC or another regulatory body, the 
commitment will be tracked to closure by the Corporate Commitment Tracking System 
(CCTS).

em i - r77m7-7



The commitment controlled and monitoed by the Project Engineer/ead Nuclear 
Enginr. Prcdurs outline how li in mmts made to the NRC are 
identified, controled, and tracked to completion.  

The following ecerpt is from the TVA Corporate NPP (CNPP): 

"TVA has had a nulear licensing group at its corporate headquarters for a 
number of years, and it also has ics g groups at each of its nuclear plant 
loationsa which were asentally independent of the headquarters group....  

Because this has contributed to weaknesses in TVA's licensing activities, TVA has 
committed in the CNPP to centralize these activities under a single director who 
reports directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power.  

6. Nclar Experkiec Review Program (NER) 

In October 1960, the NRC issued NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan 
Requirements." In Task Action Plan LC5, which only addresses feedback of operating 
experience to operators, the NRC requires that: 

"Each applicant for an operating license shall prepare procedures to assure that 
operating information pertinent to plant safety originating both within and outside 
the utility organization is continually supplied to operators and other personnel 
and is incorporated into training and retraining programs' 

In the Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (CNPP), TVA describes a Nuclear 
Experience Review (NER) program where: 

"Licensing personnel, urder the direction of the Director of Nudear Safety and 
Licensing, will be responsible for managing the TVA Nuclear Operating 
Experience Review program system for internally and externally identified 
problems or events. Under this system, significant problems or events identified at 
other nuclear plants by the NRC, INPO, NSSS vendors, and others, and 
significant problems (events) identified at TVA's mnuclear plants will be made the 
subject of experience review reports." 

At Sequoyah, the site responsibilities for the NER program are further described in the 
Nuclear Performance Plan, Volume II, Sequoyah, as follows: 

"The Site Nuclear Operating Experience Review Program (NOERP) has been 
established as part of the TVA Corporate Program managed by Nu :iear Safety 
and Licensing. The site licensing organization will establish procedures to 
implement and interface with the corporate NOERP to:



* Reci e imadon i t do thesite NOERP and dirminow that Informadon to 
tbh 4ipropria deprm; MealIp mfr aft agperioB u.tini inn e eeri 
ad odtIher p actiitm.  

* Eme that t n *adi from 1atnail ishe oriati are factored 
into the appropriate department proa.  

* E re Impecton ad ramuaent (IE) Bhlel and Generic te La a m 
rviw-d fom both a vrplaeory ad a miperece rFeview point hbeam of 
their dua role.  

* pleme a iMn-hose eperienm review propm to am c signfican 
site operational events, manien.ce and design problems to other TVA plants 
and the industry through corporate NOERP." 

In Revision 1 of the CNPP, this Program is lised a commitment item No. 21 with 
ompltion required before restart of the Sequoyah plant. This commnnitment is also shown 

in the Corporate Commitment Tracking System (CCIS) a nnmmitment No. NCO 
860156109 and a a restart item.  

In conjunction with this NER program, the CNPP also onni to establishing a corporate 
nuclea operaticn cxperience dtabase that will proide a manapment tool and TVA-wide 
acca to aUll perience review items. This mmient is listed as commitment item No. 22 
but the da de a shown as loo term. The CCIS control number for this commitment is 
NCO 860156 063.  

7. ug..ri-u iiumCr. M.Mgorlag aad Dneu.utraib Program (ECMD) 

The ngineering-Costruction Monitoring and Documenmtation (ECMAD) computer 
program used by the Office of Costruction was developed to permit accurate 
monitoring and documenting of defined engineering and coatruction activities This 
program accesses the engineering design data files to establish the design portion of 
the ECMAD master file. All constrution- related information is entered by 
construction into the ECMAD file. Information relating to the printing of pull sips 
and th .. etion of cable terminatios is transferred into the engineering computer 
file. A oiaks construction inputted data are maintained in the ECM&D computer 
file.
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Attihem nt to 
ECG Report 200M0 

CATD 2008-NPS41 of 1i/2W7 

hr.mnwemfr n of NEP-S.2, "Review," is not omplete nor fdully effective at this time. The 
blowing items need to be addressed (CATD 20000 NPS 01): 

* Design verification is not yet fully effective a demonstrated by continued 
diftltie in completing technically sound corrective actions.  

* Means for line management to measure improvements in the quality of design 
output are not in place.  

* Systematic interfaces or system reviews are not yet scoped, scheduled, or 
proceduralized 

* Scope and methodology of operation and maintenance data reviews are not 
available.  

* Technical review branch instructions are not yet issued in EEB, CEB, and NEB.  
Planning and scheduling of technical reviews have not been completed in any of the 
branches.
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Athlchemtt to 
ECG Report 20000 

CATD 200W-NPS-2 of 11/20/87 

Diffultis experieed by TVA wordn4ev enineers in adequately performing their 
design ctrities within schedule corints indicate that VA corporate guiAdines and 
gol regarding planning hae not bee fully implemented. Resource constraints and 
conflicting priorities have not been balanced a t immiment dates.
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Attahm~tto 
ECrG -w UM 

CATD 2UW.NS.0of 11/20(3 

No UMetho cszrrmady adow by which TVA ONP mSmcnhgm an measure shift i -oke auludoa toward qualiq ad mmanagenum, c liecdm




